Crystal Plasticity Modeling and Experimental Validation with an Orientation Distribution Function for Ti-7Al Alloy
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Abstract: An orientation distribution function based model is used for micromechanical modeling of the titanium-aluminum alloys, Ti-0 wt % Al and Ti-7 wt % Al, which are in demand for many aerospace applications. This probability descriptor based modeling approach is different than crystal plasticity finite element techniques since it computes the averaged material properties using upper bound averaging. A rate-independent single-crystal plasticity model is implemented to compute the effect of macroscopic strain on the polycrystal. An optimization problem is defined for calibrating the basal, prismatic, pyramidal slip system and twin parameters using the available tension and compression experimental data. The crystal plasticity parameters of Ti-7 wt % Al are not studied extensively in literature, and therefore the optimization results for the crystal plasticity model realization produce unique data, which will be beneficial to future studies in the field. The sensitivities of the slip and twin parameters to the design objectives are also investigated to identify the most critical slip system parameters. Using the optimum design parameters, the microstructural textures, during the tension test, are predicted by the crystal plasticity finite element simulations, and compared to the available experimental texture and scanning electron microscope—digital image correlation data.
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1. Introduction

Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME) (Allison et al. [1]) models for titanium alloys are essential for understanding the effect of crystal plasticity parameters to micromechanical modeling and engineering outputs. Some of the modeling efforts concentrate on discrete aggregate models based on finite element (FE) analysis or Taylor models [2–6]. Discrete aggregate models are slower since grains are explicitly sampled. Instead, texture can be interpolated over an orientation space without modeling grains. Some of the newer studies quantify the microstructure with probability descriptors [7–20] such as the orientation distribution function (ODF), which is faster and better suited, particularly for the optimization of crystal plasticity parameters (the 20 parameters in this work). The microstructure modeling in the present work is also based on the ODF representation. The ODF based crystal plasticity model is different than the conventional crystal plasticity FE since it predicts the features using an upper bound averaging. The present work addresses the inverse problem of identifying the optimum slip system parameters of Ti-Al alloys (Ti-0 wt % Al (Ti-0Al) and Ti-7 wt % Al (Ti-7Al)) given the experimental tension and compression stress-strain data. The ODF represents the volume fractions of the crystals of different orientations in the microstructure. It is defined based on a parameterization of the crystal lattice rotation. Popular representations include Euler-angles [21,22] and classes of angle-axis representations, with the most popular being the Rodrigues parameterization [23].
Conversion of continuous orientation space to finite degrees of freedom requires discretization techniques. Discretization schemes either focus on a global basis (e.g., Fourier space or spherical harmonics [11–13]) or a local basis using an FE discretized Rodrigues space with polynomial shape functions defined locally over each element [24,25]. Kalidindi et al. [11–13] employ sampling within the property hull similar to this work, but employ a Fourier basis for discretizing the ODF. However, the Fourier/spectral methods cannot represent sharp textures due to the use of a global basis.

One important aspect in modeling is to determine which slip systems are active during tension and compression tests. The number of the slip systems determines the design variables here since the optimization is performed for the parameters of all active slip systems. Metals having a hexagonal close-packed (HCP) crystal structure, such as titanium (Ti), are expected to display easy \(< a >\) slip, either on the prismatic or basal plane [26]. The observed slip systems in pure HCP titanium (HCP-Ti) are the three equivalent basal 0001 \(< 1\bar{1}20 >\), three equivalent prismatic 10\bar{1}0 \(< 1\bar{1}20 >\) and six equivalent pyramidal 10\bar{1}1 \(< 1\bar{1}20 >\) slip systems [27]. All these three slip systems share a common slip direction, \(< 1\bar{1}20 >\), or \(< a >\). The slip on these basal, prismatic and pyramidal slip systems is denoted as \(< a >\)-slip. In order to accommodate a strain that is parallel to the \(c\)-axis of the hexagonal system other slip or twinning deformation modes are required. One of these additional modes slips on pyramidal planes with \(< 1\bar{1}23 >\), or \(< c + a >\) slip directions [27]. In addition, twinning is commonly observed in Ti and other metals with an HCP crystal structure, and it has a strong effect on the overall behavior of a polycrystal material [27]. The deformation behavior of HCP-Ti and Ti alloys has been studied in literature extensively [26–33]. These studies revealed that the Ti alloys have complex slip and twinning modes. These complexities are mostly because of the crystallographic nature of the alpha (\(\alpha\)) phase and addition of alloying elements such as Aluminum (Al) [28]. The effect of Al is not fully understood yet since there is still an ongoing debate in literature about the effect of Al to twinning [28–33]. Some references claim that Al addition is effective in suppressing twinning [28–30]. Williams et al. [28] observed that the frequency of twinning rapidly decreases when the Al content increases to 5% and 6.6% from 1.4% and 2.9%, respectively. They found the compression twins to be very difficult to nucleate in Ti-Al single crystals when the Al content is more than 5 wt %. Khan et al. [31] discussed that the Ti-Al alloy with 6 wt % Al does not twin even at temperatures as low as 100 K. On the other hand, some references [26,32,33] claim that Al addition has an increasing effect up to a peak level and then after this point the further Al addition suppresses the twinning effect. Fitzner et al. [33] performed a detailed experimental study to investigate the effect of Al addition to twinning activity in Ti-Al alloys, and they found that at around 7 at % Al there is a turning point in twinning activity and a further increase in Al reduced the twinning activity because of short range ordering and signs of Ti_3 Al formation in case of the highest Al content they observed (13 at %). They discussed the 10\(\bar{1}\)2 \(< 1\bar{1}11 >\) tensile twin and concluded that it provides a near 90 degrees rotation of the \(c\)-axis from a tensile to a compressive stress condition, and increases the intensity of basal texture during compression loading. The authors also analyzed the EBSD data and observed an increasing fraction of 10\(\bar{1}\)2 \(< 1\bar{1}11 >\) twins until 7 at % Al, which then drops suddenly with further Al addition. As a secondary twinning mode 4% of 11\(\bar{2}\)2 \(< 1\bar{1}23 >\) compression twins were observed, only in the Ti-0Al case. Due to the small effect of the secondary twinning mode, only the 10\(\bar{1}\)2 \(< 1\bar{1}01 >\) twin mechanism is considered in this study when modeling the Ti-Al alloys.

The present work introduces the ODF based methodology using a local basis [34] and focuses on an inverse problem for crystal plasticity modeling of Ti-Al alloys (Ti-0Al and Ti-7Al) using the technique. The single crystal constitutive model presented by Anand and Kothari [35] is used to model the crystal plasticity of the microstructure, and the ODF evolution is modeled using a conservation equation. The crystal plasticity parameters are computed using an inverse problem. The objective of this problem is to match the global tensile and compression stress-strain curve behavior, which is known through experiments, and the model is validated by comparing against experimentally measured ODFs after compression. Compared to the other alloys, such as Ti-6Al-4V [36–38], the parameters
of Ti-7Al are not studied extensively in literature. Therefore the optimization results for the crystal plasticity model realization produce unique data, which will be beneficial to future studies in the field. The sensitivities of the optimum variables to the design objectives are also investigated to identify the most critical slip system parameters. The microstructural textures during the tension test are predicted by the crystal plasticity finite element (CPFE) simulations inputting the optimum slip system and twin parameters, and are compared to the available experimental texture and scanning electron microscope (SEM)—digital image correlation (DIC) data. The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the ODF approach, probability update and the rate independent single crystal constitutive model. The optimization problem is defined for the slip system parameters identification of Ti-0Al and Ti-7Al, and the optimum results are discussed in Section 3. A sensitivity analysis is performed to analyze the optimum design variables, and the results are presented in Section 3. Next, the optimum parameters are used to predict the microstructural texture during the compression test, and the additional CPFE and SEM-DIC comparison is performed with the optimum design parameters of Ti-7Al. A summary of the paper is given in Section 4.

2. Multi-Scale Modeling of Microstructures

This section discusses the crystal plasticity modeling framework, which is based on the ODF approach. Crystal plasticity modeling with the ODF approach is an efficient alternative to computationally expensive FE methods. The ODF, denoted by \( A(r) \), is a one-point probability measure, which quantifies the volume fractions of the crystals in the orientation space, \( r \). The ODF is defined based on a parameterization of the crystal lattice rotation. In this study, an FE technique was implemented to discretize the ODFs over the Rodrigues space. This is based on the unique association of an orientation with a rotation axis, and an angle of rotation about the axis. The computation procedure for the ODF representation and material property matrices using the volume averaging approach can be found in details in our earlier works [7–9].

When deformed, the ODF changes due to reorienting of grains. The probabilities are evolved from time \( t = 0 \), corresponding to an initial ODF, which is defined to represent a random texture (all the ODF values are equal to each other) in this paper. The initial orientation \( r_0 \) of a crystal reorients during deformation and maps to a new orientation \( r_t \) at time \( t \). The evolution of the ODF is given by the conservation equation, and more details about this procedure can be found in [39]. In this work, a rate-independent single-crystal plasticity model developed and, in Anand and Kothari [35], is used to compute the effect of macroscopic strain on the polycrystal. The details about the single crystal plasticity model, as well as its implementation to the ODF approach, can be found in details in [35,40].

The slip system hardening model used in the calibration study is given below:

\[
h^{a\beta} = [q + (1 - q)\delta^{a\beta}]h^\beta \quad \text{(no sum on } \beta) \tag{1}
\]

where \( h^\beta \) is a single slip hardening rate, \( q \) is the latent-hardening ratio and \( \delta^{a\beta} \) is the Kronecker delta function. The parameter \( q \) is taken to be 1.0 for coplanar slip systems and 1.4 for non-coplanar slip systems. For the single-slip hardening rate, the following specific form is adopted:

\[
h^\beta = h_0 (1 - \frac{s^\beta}{s_s})^a \tag{2}
\]

where \( h_0, a, \) and \( s_s \) are slip hardening parameters. The ODF model is examined for tensile and compression stress-strain behavior of Ti-0Al and Ti-7Al alloys. Basal \(< a >\), prismatic \(< a >\), pyramidal \(< a >\) and pyramidal \(< c + a >\) slip systems are modeled as well as the 10\overline{1}2 < \overline{1}011 > twinning mechanism. The elastic parameters are taken as [41]: \( C_{11} = C_{12} = 175 \text{ GPa}, C_{33} = 220 \text{ GPa}, C_{12} = 88.7 \text{ GPa}, C_{13} = C_{23} = 62.3 \text{ GPa}, C_{44} = C_{55} = 62.2 \text{ GPa}, \) and \( C_{66} = (C_{11} - C_{12})/2. \)
3. Optimization for Slip System Parameters Identification of Ti-Al Alloys

The fundamental goal of this study is to identify the slip system parameters of Ti-Al alloys, Ti-0Al and Ti-7Al, using crystal plasticity modeling with the ODF approach. For this study, a genetic algorithm, Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [42], is implemented with a global sampling method, Incremental Space Filler (ISF) [43], to calibrate the computational model according to the available experimental data. The optimization is performed to identify 20 design variables, which are four slip system parameters \( s_0, h_0, s_s, a \) of five different slip systems taken into consideration. These slip systems are basal \( < a > \), prismatic \( < a > \), pyramidal \( < a > \) and pyramidal \( < c + a > \) as well as the 1012 < 1011 > twinning mechanism (please note that the reorientation is not modeled). The optimization problem is defined similarly for both alloys, and the objective functions are determined to minimize the \( L_2 \) norm errors between the true stress - true strain curves of the experimental data and ODF simulation for both tension and compression tests. The slip system parameters, which are obtained by Salem et al. [44] for basal \( < a > \), prismatic \( < a > \), pyramidal \( < a > \), pyramidal \( < c + a > \) slip systems and twinning, are used to define the lower bounds of the optimization variables. The initial texturing of the material is assumed to be random. The mathematical formulation of the multi-objective optimization problem is given below:

\[
\min \varepsilon_t, \min \varepsilon_c
\]

\[
s = (s_0, h_0, s_s, a)
\]  

In Equation (3), \( \varepsilon_t \) and \( \varepsilon_c \) show the \( L_2 \) norm errors between true stress points of the experimental data and ODF simulation for tension (denoted by \( t \)) and compression (denoted by \( c \)) tests. The experimental data is available up to 15% strain, and therefore the ODF simulations are performed for the same strain level. The strain rate is defined as \( 2.5 \times 10^{-4} \), and a quadratic interpolation is implemented to match the experimental and computational strain points. In Equation (4), \( s \) shows the vector representation of 20 optimization variables for five slip systems.

3.1. Optimization of Slip System Parameters for Ti-0Al

The optimization problem defined in Equations (3) and (4) is solved using NSGA-II as the optimization algorithm, and ISF as the global sampling algorithm in Modefrontier software (by Esteco, Trieste, Italy). The optimum slip system parameters of Ti-0Al are shown in Table 1. The only information in literature [26], to the best of the author’s knowledge, discusses that the \( s_0 \) value of the pyramidal \( < c + a > \) slip system should be three to five times higher than the \( s_0 \) value of the prismatic \( < a > \) slip system. This statement in Reference [26] is supported by the optimization results reported in Table 1. The true stress - true strain curves, which are predicted using the optimum slip system parameters of the ODF based crystal plasticity model, are compared to the experimental data in Figure 1 for tension and compression respectively. Three sets of tension and compression experimental data are available for Ti-0Al, and the mean values of these experimental curves are used in the optimization study. Another experimentally available comparison metric is the \( < 002 > \) and \( < 100 > \) pole figures (PFs) measured at 9% strain in the compression test, which is presented by Fitzner [32]. The texture is also predicted by the ODF based crystal plasticity simulation using the optimum slip system parameters, and compared to the experimental data in Figure 2.
Table 1. Optimum slip system parameters of Ti-0Al.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slip System</th>
<th>$s_0$</th>
<th>$h_0$</th>
<th>$s_s$</th>
<th>$a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basal $&lt;a&gt;$</td>
<td>88.11 MPa</td>
<td>215.58 MPa</td>
<td>1175.9 MPa</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prismatic $&lt;a&gt;$</td>
<td>89.49 MPa</td>
<td>215.58 MPa</td>
<td>1175.9 MPa</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramidal $&lt;a&gt;$</td>
<td>161.13 MPa</td>
<td>215.58 MPa</td>
<td>1175.9 MPa</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramidal $&lt;c+a&gt;$</td>
<td>355.17 MPa</td>
<td>215.58 MPa</td>
<td>1175.9 MPa</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twinning</td>
<td>507.63 MPa</td>
<td>200.11 MPa</td>
<td>1175.9 MPa</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. True strain-true stress curve comparison of experimental data and optimum design for Ti-0Al.

Figure 2. $<002>$ and $<100>$ PFs at 9% compressive strain (Experimental data is given by Fitzner [32]).

As shown by the true stress - true strain curve results in Figure 1, the optimum slip system parameters generate an accurate computational model according to the available tension and compression test data for Ti-0Al. The difference between the experimental and computational stresses during the small strain levels is because of the initial texture uncertainties. The crystal plasticity
simulations are performed with the random texture assumption to model the initial texture. However, in reality, the experimental texture slightly varies from the random texture and corresponds to a weakly basal texture. The important point here is that it is still possible to identify the optimum parameters under the effect of initial texture uncertainties since they are more effective when the strain is small, and then the computational model tends to converge to the experimental data when the strain is higher. The uncertainties also cause small differences in PFs as shown in Figure 2.

The sensitivities of the optimum parameters to the tension and compression design objectives (min \( \epsilon_t \) and min \( \epsilon_c \) respectively) are investigated using sample points generated with Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) [45]. Ten sample points per each variable, and therefore 200 sample points in total are generated. Each parameter is assumed to vary up to \( \pm 10\% \) around its optimum value with a Gaussian distribution, and the others remain constant at their optimum values. The sensitivities are represented as a percent bar graph in Figure 3 which shows the average % change in the design objective given up to 10% changes around the optimum values of the variables. The sensitivity analysis is performed for both tension and compression tests.

According to the sensitivity results shown in Figure 3, the most critical slip systems are determined as the basal and prismatic slip systems. The objective function values are also more sensitive to the changes in \( s_0 \) and \( h_0 \) parameters rather than the changes in \( s_1 \) and \( a \) in both tension and compression. The tension test is sensitive to both basal and prismatic slip systems, however, in compression, the prismatic slip system is determined to be more effective. The remaining slip systems do not play a dominant role in tension and it can be assumed that they have negligible effects, however, twinning and pyramidal \( < c + a > \) becomes more effective in compression compared to their negligible sensitivities in tension. This is an expected results since the twinning was assumed to be active during compression.

### 3.2. Optimization of Slip System Parameters for Ti-7Al

The same optimization problem, which is defined in Equations (3) and (4), is solved for Ti-7Al using NSGA-II as the optimization algorithm, and ISF as the global sampling method. The optimum slip system parameters of Ti-7Al are shown in Table 2. These parameters are also compared to the available information in literature regarding the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) values of different slip systems of Ti-7Al in Table 3. The optimum CRSS results match with the information provided in literature as can be seen in Table 3. However, there is no information regarding the CRSS values of twinning and pyramidal \( < a > \) slip system. The optimization problem in this
study is unique in this sense since it is the first time all the CRSS and hardening parameters are identified. The tension and compression curves obtained through the ODF simulation using the optimum slip system parameters is compared to the experimental data in Figure 4. Please note that the experimental curves in Figure 4 correspond to the mean values which are calculated using three sets of tension and 21 sets of compression test data. The microstructural texture at 20% compressive strain is predicted by using the optimum design parameters, and compared to the experimental data in Figure 5. Another texture comparison is made through comparing the \(<001\>, <100>\) and \(<101>\) PFs at 20% compressive strain as shown in Figure 6.

Table 2. Optimum slip system parameters of Ti-7Al.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slip System</th>
<th>(s_0)</th>
<th>(h_0)</th>
<th>(s_s)</th>
<th>(a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basal (&lt;a&gt;)</td>
<td>215.51 MPa</td>
<td>216.18 MPa</td>
<td>1534.20 MPa</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prismatic (&lt;a&gt;)</td>
<td>250.00 MPa</td>
<td>216.18 MPa</td>
<td>1534.20 MPa</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramidal (&lt;a&gt;)</td>
<td>991.40 MPa</td>
<td>216.18 MPa</td>
<td>1534.20 MPa</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramidal (&lt;c+a&gt;)</td>
<td>999.30 MPa</td>
<td>216.18 MPa</td>
<td>1534.20 MPa</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twinning</td>
<td>783.37 MPa</td>
<td>1049.70 MPa</td>
<td>1534.20 MPa</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Critical Resolved Shear Stress (CRSS) values of different slip systems in Ti-7Al.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>(s_{0}^{basal})</th>
<th>(s_{0}^{prism})</th>
<th>(s_{0}^{prism} (&lt;c+a&gt;))</th>
<th>(s_{0}^{prism} (&lt;a&gt;))</th>
<th>(s_{0}^{prism})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nervo et al. [26]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 (-5 \times s_{0}^{prism})</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams et al. [28]</td>
<td>(s_{0}^{prism})</td>
<td>(s_{0}^{basal})</td>
<td>(\approx 200) MPa</td>
<td>(\approx 200) MPa</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lutjering and Williams [30]</td>
<td>(~200) MPa</td>
<td>(~200) MPa</td>
<td>(~800) MPa</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahba and Ghosh [46]</td>
<td>230 MPa</td>
<td>205 MPa</td>
<td>610 MPa</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present study</td>
<td>215.51 MPa</td>
<td>250.00 MPa</td>
<td>999.30 MPa</td>
<td>991.40 MPa</td>
<td>783.37 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1: The critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) value is different in this study [46] since the authors modeled two pyramidal \(<c+a>\) slip systems (1st and 2nd order).

Figure 4. True strain-true stress curve comparison of experimental data and optimum design for Ti-7Al. (a) Tension curve; (b) Compression curve.
Similarly, the true stress-true strain curve results in Figure 4 indicates an accurate computational representation to the available tension and compression experimental data. The initial texture uncertainties affect the computational result as the difference between the computational and experimental stresses is larger when the strain has smaller values. However, the effect of initial texture uncertainties is not important when the strain has higher values as shown in Figure 4. The different experimental data with basal initial textures are shown. Fitzner and Fitzner et al. data in Figure 4 was obtained from References [32,33] in Figure 4. Please note that the experimental plots given by Fitzner [32] and Fitzner et al. [33] show the Al concentration in terms of the at %. Ti-7Al alloy of interest in this study has 7 wt % Al. Therefore the experimental curves provided by Fitzner [32] and Fitzner et al. [33] for Ti-13 at % Al is used for the comparison (Ti-13 at % Al ≈ Ti-7.3 wt % Al). The uncertainty bounds of the aforementioned measurements (three measurements in tension and 21 measurements in compression test) and the experimental data available in literature (Fitzner [32] and Fitzner et al. [33]) clearly indicate how the stress-strain behavior can be affected by the measurement uncertainties as shown in Figure 4. To understand the initial texture uncertainties better, a simulation is also performed by inputting a basal initial texture and using the same optimum slip system parameters,
and the simulation result with the basal initial texture in Figure 4 provides a better match to the experimental data as expected.

The uncertainties in experimental texture can also be observed in Figures 5 and 6.

A similar sensitivity study, which implements LHS for sampling, is performed to analyze the effect of optimum variables to design objectives using 10 samples per variable, 200 samples in total. The sensitivities are represented as a percent bar graph in Figure 7 which shows the average % change in the design objective given up to 10% changes around the optimum values of the variables. The sensitivity analysis is performed for both tension and compression tests.

Figure 7. Sensitivity analysis results for optimum design parameters of Ti-7Al. (a) Tension results; (b) Compression curve.

According to the sensitivity results shown in Figure 7, the most critical slip systems are determined as the basal and prismatic slip systems. The objective function values are also more sensitive to the changes in $s_0$ and $h_0$ parameters rather than the changes in $s_5$ and $a$ in both tension and compression. The tension test is sensitive to both basal and prismatic slip systems, however, in compression, the prismatic slip system is determined to be more effective. Twinning was expected to be active during compression, and as the sensitivity results indicate it becomes more effective in the compression test. After basal and prismatic slip systems, the third most dominant slip system is found to be pyramidal $<c+a>$ in tension, and it is followed by pyramidal $<a>$ and finally by twinning. However, the third most dominant system is twinning in compression. This also clearly indicates the necessity of including twinning in crystal plasticity modeling of Ti-Al alloys.

### 3.3. CPFE Analysis for Ti-7Al

The optimum slip system parameters of Ti-7Al are used to perform a CPFE analysis, and the strain field results are compared to the available experimental SEM-DIC data. The comparison with SEM-DIC experiments is performed by setting up a boundary value problem using the electron backscatter image of the microstructure within the SEM-DIC window. The measurements are made on the surface of the sample, which is traction-free, and therefore the plane-stress case is assumed for the simulation. Since the slip and twin systems are 3D the plane-stress assumption is applied to 3D plate with a very small thickness value (thickness/length ratio is taken 0.1). The simulation is performed using a $40 \times 40$ microstructural window meshed with 10,000 elements along z-direction, and the strain fields ($e_{xx}$, $e_{yy}$ and $e_{xy}$ strains) are computed. The SEM-DIC data is available at 13.5% tensile strain, it is compared to the CPFE results in Figure 8 for $e_{xx}$, $e_{yy}$ and $e_{xy}$ strain fields respectively.
Figure 8. CPFE simulation and SEM-DIC data comparison for $e_{xx}$, $e_{yy}$ and $e_{xy}$ strain fields. (a) $e_{xx}$ strain field; (b) $e_{yy}$ strain field; (c) $e_{xy}$ strain field.
The CPFE results inputting the optimum slip system parameters are sufficiently accurate compared to the available SEM-DIC data. This result is important since the SEM-DIC data provides the actual strain fields, and it is a more accurate experimental measure compared to the global stress-strain curves.

4. Conclusions

An optimization study is performed to identify the slip system parameters of Ti-Al alloys (Ti-0Al and Ti-7Al) using the available tension and compression experimental data showing the true stress - true strain curves of the alloys. The microstructure is modeled using the ODF approach and a rate independent single crystal constitutive model is implemented for crystal plasticity analysis. The optimum results provide an accurate computational representation in comparison with the experimental data. Additional experimental data, which illustrates the microstructural texture at 9% and 20% strains in compression test, is used as another metric for verification of the optimum design. The predicted microstructures using the optimum variables show similarities to the experimental data. The differences, which are seen in the stress - strain curves and microstructural texture, stem from the uncertainties in the measurements and initial texture. The computational model inputs both a random and basal initial texture, however, the experiments were performed with a texture, which was slightly different than the random texture, a weakly basal texture. Not only the stress - strain curves but also the microstructural texture comparisons show a good agreement. A CPFE simulation is performed to compute the strain fields of Ti-7Al in different directions, and the results are compared to the available experimental data at 13.5% tensile strain. The crystal plasticity system realization for Ti-0Al and Ti-7Al is significant since these slip system parameters have not been studied extensively in literature. There are studies to identify the slip system parameters of other Ti-Al alloys, such as Ti-6Al-4V, however, there has not been published any study focusing on the parameter identification for modeling Ti-7Al alloy to the best of the author’s knowledge. The present work is the first attempt to identify all the slip system parameters of the Ti-Al alloys of interest. Future work may address computational techniques to quantify the experimental uncertainties, and develop a stochastic optimization framework to solve similar inverse problems under the effect of uncertainties.
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